Gamma-ray polarization offers a unique probes into the geometry of the γ-ray emission process in celestial objects. The Soft Gamma-ray Detector (SGD) onboard the X-ray observatory Hitomi is a Si/CdTe Compton camera and is expected to be an excellent polarimeter, as well as a highly sensitive spectrometer due to its good angular coverage and resolution for Compton scattering. A beam test of the final-prototype for the SGD Compton camera was conducted to demonstrate its polarimetric capability and to verify and calibrate the Monte Carlo simulation of the instrument. The modulation factor of the SGD prototype camera, evaluated for the inner and outer parts of the CdTe sensors as absorbers, was measured to be 0.649-0.701 (inner part) and 0.637-0.653 (outer part) at 122.2 keV and 0.610-0.651 (inner part) and 0.564-0.592 (outer part) at 194.5 keV at varying polarization angles with respect to the detector. This indicates that the relative systematic uncertainty of the modulation factor is as small as ∼3%.
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Introduction
Gamma-ray polarization provides a unique probe into the geometry of the γ-ray emission process in celestial objects, such as the geometries of accretion disks around stellar-mass black holes and the magnetic field structures of pulsar and pulsar wind nebula. Detection of γ-ray polarization from cosmological sources also provides a stringent test of the vacuum birefringence effect resulting from some quantum gravity models. For example, INTEGRAL/IBIS measurements reported a change in the polarization angle after the Crab flare indicating magnetic field reconnection [1] . IKAROS/GAPs and INTEGRAL/IBIS observations of γ-ray polarizations from γ-ray bursts (GRBs) have also placed the most stringent limits by far on the vacuum birefringence effect to date [2] [3] [4] . However, the INTEGRAL/IBIS measurements of the Crab polarization required observations of more than 10 6 s because IBIS was designed as a coded mask instrument and was not optimized as a Compton camera. The GAPS measurements of the GRB polarization were marginal because of insufficient statistics due to the limited scattering angle coverage and the poor angular resolution under the severe resource constraints. To advance studies of γ-ray polarization from celestial objects, γ-ray instruments with higher polarization sensitivities are required.
The Soft Gamma-ray Detector (SGD) onboard the Hitomi satellite, the sixth Japanese X-ray observatory launched on February 17, 2016 [5, 6] , is expected to provide 10 times better sensitivity in 60-600 keV than past and current observatories [7] [8] [9] [10] . The SGD achieves high sensitivities by suppressing the background using a combination of the BGO active shield and a Compton camera. Internal backgrounds that cannot be rejected by the active shield can be suppressed by requiring consistency between the incident direction of the γ ray inferred by the Compton kinematics and the field of view defined by the collimator. The Compton camera consists of multiple layers of silicon (Si) sensors [11] [12] [13] surrounded by multiple layers of high-quality cadmium telluride (CdTe) sensors [14] [15] [16] to achieve good energy resolution and angular resolution for Compton kinematics. This design includes a compact camera with high detection efficiency enclosed in an active shield of a reasonable size that retains a sizable effective area.
The SGD also provides information on the polarization of the incident γ-rays because the Compton-scattering differential cross section depends on the azimuthal scattering angle with respect to the incident polarization vector. The SGD is also an excellent polarimeter because of its good angular resolution due to its highly segmented semiconductor sensors, and good scattering angle coverage [17, 18] To conduct reliable polarimetric measurements in orbit, a precise characterization of the Compton camera for polarized γ rays using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with a detailed model of the instrument is crucial. Therefore, we conducted a series of beam tests of prototypes for the SGD Compton camera using highly polarized (≥99%) γ rays at the SPring-8 1 synchrotron radiation facility to demonstrate the polarimetric capability of the instrument, and to verify and calibrate the MC simulator. As reported by [18] , we evaluated the polarimetric performance of an early prototype for the SGD Compton camera, and verified that the observed azimuthal scattering angle distribution agrees well with the MC simulation. In November 2015, we conducted a beam test using the final-prototype for the SGD Compton camera whose design is the same as that of the flight hardware.
In this study, we demonstrate the polarimetric capability of the SGD Compton camera and verify and calibrate the MC simulation based on the experimental data from the 2015 beam test. In Section 2, we briefly describe a method to derive polarization information using a Compton camera. A detailed description of the SGD Compton camera is given in Section 3. Section 4 describes the setup and procedures for the beam test at SPring-8. In Section 5, we provide the experimental results and comparisons with the simulations.
Method of Polarimetric Measurement
In this experiment, we adopted the standard method of polarimetric measurement for Compton polarimeters as described in Takeda et al. [18] . They derived the polarization information of the incident γ rays from a measured azimuth scattering angle (φ) distribution based on the dependence of the Comptonscattering differential cross section on the azimuthal scattering angle η with respect to the electric vector of the incident γ ray:
in which,
where r e is the classical electron radius, m e c 2 is the electron rest mass, θ is a scattering polar angle, and E 0 and E ′ are the energies of the incident and the scattered γ rays respectively. Below we briefly describe the analysis procedure (see Takeda et al. [18] and references therein for details).
First, we measure the azimuthal angle distribution, N obs (φ), using the Si/CdTe Compton camera. Because the obtained distribution is affected by the detector response, N obs (φ) needs to be divided by the azimuthal angle distribution for nonpolarized γ rays, N iso (φ):
where N iso is the average per angle bin. By referring to Equation (1), we can see that the corrected azimuthal angle distribution follows a sinusoidal curve:
where A is the normalization, Q is the so-called modulation factor, and φ 0 is the direction of the polarization vector with respect to the electric vector of the incident photon [19] . By fitting the experimental data with this model formula, we can derive the polarimetric parameters, i.e., φ 0 gives the polarization vector of the incident photon and Q is related to the polarization degree Π such that
where Q 100 (i.e., the analyzing power) is the modulation factor for 100% linearly polarized γ rays. The accuracy of the analyzing power affects the sensitivity of the polarimetric measurement of the detector. In Section 5, we evaluate the accuracy of Q 100 in the SGD Compton camera prototype via a comparison between the experimental data and the simulated data.
Compton Camera of SGD

Design
Here we briefly summarize the design of the Compton camera (see [16] for details). The camera consists of top 32 layers of Si pixel sensors, bottom 8 layers, and 2 layers on each side of the CdTe pixel sensors, as shown in Figure 1 . The bottom and the side layers are composed of 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 CdTe sensors respectively. The Si and the CdTe sensors have 16 × 16 pixels and 8 × 8 pixels, respectively, with respective thicknesses of 0.6 and 0.75 mm. The pixel size is 3.2 × 3.2 mm 2 for both the Si and CdTe sensors. Figure 2 displays the geometry of the camera with definitions of instrumental (camera) X-, Y -, and Z-axes.
Each set of 8 × 8 pixels is read by a single ASIC (VATA450.3) mounted on a Front-End Card (FEC). The front-end electronics of the Compton camera consists of four groups of 52 FECs, one ASIC Driver Board (ADB), and one ASIC Control Board (ACB). Eight or six ASICs are daisy chained for readout and control. The ASICs are controlled by an FPGA on the ACB. These components are packed into a 12 × 12 × 12 cm 3 aluminum box. One of the daisy chained readouts did not work for the camera used in this experiment; therefore, one fourth of the pixels in the eight Si layers cannot detect γ rays. However, this is not the case for the flight-model SGDs.
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Event Reconstruction
When observing weak objects in orbit, we require that each SGD event involve Compton scattering in the detector to apply Compton kinematics. The simplest case is that the event interacts twice in the camera: once via Compton scattering in a Si sensor and once via photo-absorption in a CdTe sensor. The time width to identify coincidence hits is ∼10 µs, and typical low energy thresholds for hits in a Si sensor and a CdTe sensor are ∼5 and ∼10 keV, respectively [16] . Once the locations and energies of the two interactions are measured, the Compton kinematics allows us to calculate the direction of the incident photon using the formula,
where E 1 and E ′ are the energy deposited in the Compton site and the photoabsorption site, respectively, and are related to the incident photon energy such that E 0 = E 1 +E ′ [see also Equation (1)]. The deposit energies and positions are precisely measured with energy resolutions (∆E) in full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼2 and ∼3 keV 2 at 122 keV for a Si sensor and a CdTe sensor, respectively, and a position resolution of 3.2 mm. By requiring that the incident photon direction inferred from the Compton kinematics is consistent with its presence within the field-of-view of the SGD, we can distinguish target signals from the background. In addition, we apply a constraint on the topology and energetics of the detected events to efficiently reject background signals while retaining a large effective area. The details of the SGD background rejection can be found in [20] .
Monte Carlo Simulator
Unlike the monoenergetic pencil beam available at a synchrotron facility such as SPring-8, celestial γ rays have a continuous energy spectrum and are irradiated on the entire detector surface area in orbit. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations are essential to construct the detector response. We calculated the SGD instrumental response using ComptonSoft 3 [21] , a Monte Carlo simulator that considers the detailed geometry of the Compton camera, including the passive materials. ComptonSoft includes Monte Carlo simulations and data analyses of Compton cameras, which are optimized for multilayer semiconductor Compton cameras in particular. It uses the Geant4 toolkit library [22, 23] as the Monte Carlo engine, and we adopted a low-energy electromagnetic physics option valid for polarized photons (class G4EmLivermorePolarizedPhysics is used as the physics list constructor in Geant4). We carefully built a mass model of the SGD Compton camera because a mass model is essential to produce the instrumental response accurately. We included not only the active detectors but also the passive materials, such as the supporting structures and the electrical circuit substrates in the mass model. Still there may be additional unaccounted for materials, e.g., small amounts of heavy metals inside the readout electronics, that affect photon absorption. We discuss this issue further in Section 5.
We performed simulations with (2-4) × 10 7 photons to obtain statistically sufficient references for each measured energy (122.2 and 194.5 keV; see Section 4). The properties of the incident photons-energy, direction, and the size of the beam-were set to those in the experiment. The simulation code is capable of treating pixelated readout; therefore, we eliminated channels with malfunctions and/or with noises that could decrease the sensitivity to the polarization. The spectral response of each readout channel was found to be uniform; therefore, we assigned common energy-resolution parameters to all the readout channels of the same type of detector. The energy resolutions (FWHM) of the Si and the CdTe detectors are
where E is the energy deposited in a pixel. Even though it is known that a CdTe detector has a low-energy tail in its spectrum due to inefficient charge transport (see also, e.g., [21] ), we can neglect this effect when examining the polarimetric response for this experiment because we applied a simple energy cut in the event selection, as described in Section 5. We therefore simulated the spectrum of both Si and CdTe sensors assuming a gaussian response.
Setup and Procedure for the Experiment
The experiment was conducted at the High Energy Inelastic Scattering Beamline BL08W [24] [25] [26] of SPring-8 from November 12-14, 2015. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 3 , with definitions of X-, Y -, and Z-axes of the experiment. As shown in the figure, the camera was located in a thermostat bath, which kept the temperature at −20
• C, the typical operational temperature of the SGD onboard the Hitomi satellite in orbit. For the rotation and alignment of the camera, we used motorized stages, as summarized in Table 1 .
The incident beam was lineally polarized at ≥99% in the horizontal direction and was irradiated perpendicular to the Si layers of the camera. Although the SGD is expected to provide good sensitivity in 60-600 keV [7] [8] [9] [10] , we conducted the experiment using beam energy of 122.2 and then 194.5 keV. The beam energy of 122.2 keV was selected because the peak of the effective area of the SGD is near 120 keV [16] , and the 122 keV peak from the radiation source 57 Co was used for the energy calibration. We used the 194.5 keV beam to examine the energy dependence of the polarimetric measurement capability of the Compton camera. For each energy, the Compton camera was rotated along the beam axis using Y -axis rotation stage to evaluate the camera response for various directions of the polarization vector. The experimentally set polarization angles (ϕ pol ) with respect to the camera's X-axis were 0
• , 22.5
• , 45
• , 90
• , and 180
• (see Figures 2  and 4) . We primarily measured the data for ϕ pol = 0
• -90
• because the camera has a 90
• -symmetric structure around the beam axis. To check the consistency of the experimental setup, we also obtained data for ϕ pol = 180
• , which should be consistent with that of ϕ pol = 0
• . For each angle, we aligned the camera with the beam so that the incident beam ran through the same spot of the camera and along the camera's Z-axis. The aligned spot was set at a pixel whose center was located 4.8 mm from the center of the Si layers along the camera's X-and Y -axes (see also Figures 2 and 4) to avoid gaps between the bottom CdTe sensors under the Si layers because each CdTe layer is composed of 2 × 2 sensors (see Section 3.1).
The beam size was approximately 0.8 mm wide and 1.4 mm high. The intensity of the beam was kept constant for each energy. The event rate of the camera (either single hit event or multiple hits event) was ∼ 640 Hz; the background rate (environmental radio activities) was ∼ 60 Hz so that the net event rate was ∼ 580 Hz, giving the reconstructed event rate of ∼20 and ∼30 Hz for 122.2 and 194.5 keV beam, respectively (see also Section 5.1). Even though the precise incident beam intensity was not measured, we could roughly estimate the intensity to be approximately 580 Hz/sp/(1 − d) ∼ 1200 photons/s, where sp = 0.92 is the detector stopping power and d = 0.47 is the dead-time ratio at 122.2 keV. The dead-time ratio was very high due to the high-intensity incident beam. 4 The integration time for each polarization angle was approximately 80 min. The integration time was determined to obtain the modulation factor with a statistical error of ≤1%. To check whether the experiment was reproducible, we measured the camera responses for ϕ pol = 0
• at the beginning and end of the experiment. Both data sets were consistent within statistical errors at the energies of 122. 2 Figure 2 ). The coordinate system of the experiment is the same as that in Figure 3 . The inner and the outer four side CdTe layers are drawn as rectangles in red and green, respectively. The CdTe layers that are relatively closer to the incident beam spot are filled in with red or green, while the other relatively-distant layers are filled in with white (see Section 5.2).
Analysis and Results
In this section, we demonstrate and evaluate the polarimetric performance of the SGD Compton camera. First, we produce the simulation data and the N cor (φ) distribution and fit it with the model curve as described in Section 2, to understand the polarimetric response of the SGD Compton camera. Then, we compare the experimental data with the simulation data to tune the MC simulation and to evaluate the systematic uncertainty of the SGD Compton camera. Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of the polarized signal from a wellknown celestial object, the Crab Nebula.
Event Selection
To measure the beam polarization, we selected the reconstructed events (see also Section 3. The hit position in the Si sensor was at the pixel of the beam spot. Even though including the bottom CdTe sensors increases the number of events, we only used the side CdTe sensors as an absorber in this analysis for simplicity. We note that including the events with hits in bottom CdTe sensors is an important next step for fully validationg the instrument and simulator, and is also crucial to improve the statistics of the observational data. The selected events were approximately 6% and 4% of all the detected events from the beam (either single hit event or multiple hits event) at 122.2 and 194.5 keV, respectively.
Simulation Data
We created simulation data in which the incident γ rays went along the Y -axis with an energy of 122.2 keV, a physical size of 0.8 × 1.4 mm 2 , and a polarization degree of 100% with ϕ pol = 0
• with respect to the camera's Xaxis, as shown in Figure 4 . First, we set the incident beam spot to the center of the Si layers to understand the basic polarimetric response of the camera. The simulated data were selected under the conditions described in Section 5.1.
For each selected event, we calculated the azimuthal scattering angle (φ) with respect to the camera's X-axis using the scattered γ-ray trajectory (see Figures 2 and 4) . The bin size of φ (not uniform) was ∼ 6
• , which corresponds to the pixel size of the CdTe sensor (3.2 mm). We calculated φ for the layers of the side CdTe detectors; each side CdTe detector has 16 pixels along the φ direction so that the total number of angle bins was 16 pixels × 8 layers = 128. In this analysis, we divided the data from the eight side CdTe layers into two groups: the data from inner four CdTe layers (hereafter the "inner layer data") and the data from the outer ones (hereafter the "outer layer data"), as shown in Figure 4 . The top panel of Figure 5 shows the obtained azimuthal angle distribution. This distribution corresponds to N obs (φ) in Section 2. The distribution of the inner layer data is systematically larger than that of the outer layer data, because the scattered γ rays first enter the inner CdTe layers and could be absorbed without reaching the outer CdTe layers. The gaps near −120
• , −30
• , and 60
• correspond to the absence of the side CdTe detectors (see Section 3.1). In addition, we can see a dependency of the azimuthal scattering angle on the polarization vector, i.e., counts near −90
• and 90
• are higher than those near 0 • and 180
• . To obtain a smooth modulation curve that follows the sinusoidal function of Equation (4), we need to correct the obtained N obs (φ) by the detector response for nonpolarized beam [N iso (φ); see Equation (3)]. Therefore, we manufactured the same simulation data as above except with a nonpolarized incident beam. The azimuthal angle distribution of the simulated data is shown in the middle panel of Figure 5 . The distribution is bumpy, since ∼10% of the side CdTe pixels did not work in the experiment, primarily because of the bump-bonding disconnections between the sensors (Si or CdTe) and the readout board. We note that this is taken into account in the simulation, and the fraction of the bad pixels is much lower for the flight-model SGDs. Using these curves, we obtained the corrected distribution, N cor (φ), as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5 . The obtained N cor (φ) was well fit using Equation (4) • . We also conducted the same analyses for the data at 194.5 keV, and the obtained parameters were Q = 0.60 and φ 0 = 0.1
• . Therefore, we confirmed the analysis procedure.
Next, we generated the same simulation data as above at 122.2 keV, except that the incident beam spot was set to that of the experiment, which was off center by 4.8 mm along camera's X-and Y -axis (see Figure 2) . Using the same analysis as above, we obtained N cor (φ), as shown in Figure 6 . The fitting with Equation (4) resulted in Q = 0.66 and φ 0 = −0.1
• . Even though the obtained values were nearly consistent with those for the beam irradiated at the center of the Si sensors, the top and bottom panels of Figure 6 show that the amplitudes of the curve near −90
• and 0
• are larger than the other peaks (90 • and 180
• , respectively). This is because the differential cross section [Equation (1)] depends not only on η but also on θ. Strictly speaking, Equation (4) can be applied to the distribution where the integration of dσ/dΩ in the θ space is independent of φ. If this is not the case, N cor (φ) deviates from the model curve. In this simulation, the incident beam spot is off center so that the distance to the side CdTe detectors from the spot systematically changes in the φ direction. This means that the viewing angle of θ changes in the φ direction. Such a φ dependency explains why the amplitude (Q) of the N cor (φ) distribution depends on φ. To compensate for this φ-dependece, we divided the distribution into two sets based on the distance to the side CdTe detectors: "data set 1" (−115
• < φ < 50 • ) and "data set 2" (φ < −115
• and φ > 50 • ). The side CdTe detectors of the former set are more distant from the incident beam spot than those of the latter set. Note that we divided the inner and outer groups in the same way for simplicity. We then modified the model curve from Equation (4) to
Different parameters were used for the amplitude (Q 1,2 ) to explain the φ dependency.
The best-fit curve is shown in the top panel of Figure 6 (the magenta line). The bottom panel demonstrates that the residuals decrease with respect to the original curve. There still remain small but statistically significant residuals (e.g., those at φ ∼ 0
• ), likely because the modified model function is still not perfect. In this experiment, our goal was to evaluate the polarimetric performance of the Compton camera, in particular, the systematic uncertainty by comparing the experimental and simulation data, and Equation (9) is sufficient for such a purpose. The obtained parameters were Q 1 = 0.68, Q 2 = 0.64, and φ 0 = 0.0
• at 122 keV, while those for 193 keV were Q 1 = 0.64, Q 2 = 0.59, and φ 0 = −0.3
• . Note that dividing the data is not necessary in orbit, because the γ rays enter the entire area of the Si layers and the geometrical asymmetry is canceled. Residual (%) Figure 6 : (Top) Same as the bottom panel of Figure 5 except that the incident beam spot is set to that of the experiment. Note that most error bars are smaller than the marker size. The black and magenta lines are the best-fit curves of Equations (4) and (9) respectively. (Bottom) The distributions of (experimental data − model)/model. The black and magenta points represent the residuals when fitted by Equations (4) and (8), respectively.
Experimental Data
We derived the N cor (φ) distribution for the experimental data in a similar fashion to that described in Section 5.2 and found that the best-fit values of φ 0 were systematically smaller by ∼ 1
• than the experimentally-set angles for all ϕ pol angles (0 • , 22.5
• , and 180 • ). Given that the experiment setup has an uncertainty of ∼ 1
• with respect to the rotation around the beam axis, we concluded that the discrepancies were due to misalignment. The average of discrepancy was 1.4
• , and we used this value as the offset angle around the beam axis. Therefore, the ϕ pol angles of the experiment were −1.4
• , 21.1
• , 43.6
• , 88.6
• , and 178.6
• . We then selected the experimental data under the conditions described in Section 5.1 and derived the N obs (φ) distribution as shown in Figure 7 for φ pol = 1.4
• . We also superimposed the distribution of the simulation data (for φ pol = 1.4
• ) with the 100% polarized beam in the figure. The parameters of the simulation data were the same as those in Section 5.2 except that the polar angle of the incident beam was set to 1
• with respect to the normal of the Si layers to reproduce the misalignment between the beam and the camera in the experiment. We also simulated data where the incident beam was exactly perpendicular to the camera; the difference between two data sets was up to 5% per bin in the azimuthal angle distributions, and the discrepancy of the best-fit parameters was less than 1% because the difference in N obs (φ) was corrected by dividing by N iso (φ). We unused angle bins of −127
• -− 121
• -44
• , and 133
• -143
• , where the trajectories of the scattered photons go through the ASICs before reaching the side CdTe sensors. The mass model of the ASIC in the simulation has some uncertainty (see Section 3.3), and therefore, we decided not to simulate a precise response for these azimuthal angles but instead to simply remove the data from the analysis.
We also found that the total-count ratio of the outer layer data to the inner layer data in the simulation was systematically larger than that in the experiment. This is likely because the mass model of the materials between the inner and outer layer detectors has some uncertainties in the simulation so that the γ-rays between the detectors are less absorbed and/or scattered in the simulation than those in the real camera. We compared the data for all ϕ pol and found that the total-count ratio differs systematically (by ∼10%). Improving the mass model is important to better reproduce the data with simulation, and one of next steps we will persue. In this analysis, however, we normalized the inner and outer layer data separately in the simulation to those in the experimental data and examined the remaining systematic uncertainty. Figure 7 shows the obtained experimental and simulated N obs (φ) distributions at ϕ pol = −1.4
• and an energy of 122.2 keV. Even after normalization, the figure indicates that the residuals between the experimental and the simulation data are larger than those expected from the statistical errors. Such discrepancies are due to uncertainties in the detailed responses of each pixel in the simulation (e.g., the energy resolution and threshold) and should be considered as systematic uncertainties. To evaluate the systematic uncertainty quantitatively, we calculated the chi square value divided by the degree of freedom, χ 2 /dof, between the experimental data and the simulation data for ten data sets (the inner and the outer data at the five ϕ pol angles). The ten calculated values range from 47.2/51 to 122.4/51, which contain statistically unacceptable values at the 99% confidence level. For data sets with large χ 2 /dof, we added a uniform systematic error ratio to each φ angle bin to reduce χ 2 /dof to ≃ 1. The added errors were at most 3% for ten data sets. Using the same procedure, the systematic errors at 194.5 keV were evaluated to be 0%-3% for the ten data sets. Therefore, the systematic errors are similar for 122.2 and 194.5 keV. Note that the typical statistical errors were approximately 4% per φ angle bin. Therefore, the simulator reproduces the shape of the experimental distribution within a systematic uncertainty of ≤3% except for the unused angle ranges. We thus achieved systematic uncertainty as small as what obtained for the SGD prototype [18] , using the Compton camera whose design is the same as that of the flight hardware. This uncertainty is much smaller than that of INTEGRAL/SPI in orbit evaluated in [27] . We obtained the N cor (φ) distribution for the experimental data using the simulated N iso (φ) distribution for all setups and fit them by Equation (9) . We used the simulated N iso (φ), because it is difficult to experimentally measure the response for nonpolarized γ-rays with the same condition. As described above, the total count ratio of N obs (φ) for the outer layer data to the inner layer data in the simulation is larger than that in the experiment. This relationship is also true for N iso (φ). If we use Equation (3) without corrections, the average value of N cor (φ) for the outer layer data is smaller than that for the inner one.
Therefore, we normalized the average of the outer layer data to that of the inner layer data. Figures 8 and 9 show the obtained modulation curves for 122.2 and 194.5 keV, respectively. The best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 2 . Even though the values of χ 2 /dof are systematically larger than 1, the model curves reproduce the observed data points well. This suggests that the bestfit parameters are good indicators of the polarimetric analyzing power of the Compton camera. Table 2 demonstrates that the measured polarization angles (φ 0 ) are nearly consistent with the experimentally-set values. We calculated the differences between the measured and experimentally set angles for all ϕ pol values and obtained a standard deviation of 0.2
• and 0.3
• for the 122.2 and the 194.5 keV data respectively. The uncertainties are slightly higher than the nominal statistical errors of ≤0.2
• . The obtained values of Q 1 and Q 2 range from 0.649 to 0.701 and 0.637 to 0.653 for the inner layer data and the outer layer data, respectively, for 122.2 keV, and from 0.610 to 0.651 and 0.564 to 0.592 for the inner layer data and the outer layer data, respectively, for 194.5 keV. We calculated the standard deviation between the five ϕ pol data and took it to be the uncertainty of the Q values. Then we obtained Q 1 = 0.677 ± 0.018 and Q 2 = 0.642 ± 0.007 at 122.2 keV. The values at 194.5 keV were calculated to be Q 1 = 0.632 ± 0.014 and Q 2 = 0.575 ± 0.013. The relative standard deviations are 1.1%-2.7% and are larger than the nominal statistical errors of ∼ 0.5%, suggesting that the simulated response (N iso ) and/or the camera itself has a relative systematic error of ≤3%. We also evaluated Q 1 and Q 2 for the simulation data and confirmed that the simulation and experimental results were consistent within 3%. Because the incident beam was nearly 100% polarized, the fitted values of Q 1,2 can be considered to be experimentaly determined analyzing power (Q 100 ) of the camera. Given Equation (5), an uncertainty in Q 100 indicates the potential polarimetric analyzing power of the instrument. The above results show that the experimentally-determined analyzing powers are consistent with the simulated ones within an accuracy of 3%. • , 88.6
• for a beam energy of 122.2 keV. The outer layer data are normalized to the average of the inner layer data. The best-fit curves modeled by Equation (9) are also plotted in black. Note that the model curves have discontinuous values at φ of −115
• and 50
• (see text for details). 
Polarization Sensitivity for a Celestial Object
Finally we evaluated the polarimetric capability of the SGD on board the Hitomi satellite using an MC simulation. The minimum detectable polarization at the 99% confidence level can be calculated as MDP 99 = 4.29
where R S and R B are the source and the background count rates respectively, and T is the observation time [28] . As a typical observation, we considered one of the brightest X-ray sources, the Crab Nebula, whose spectrum is assumed to be a power law, F (E) = K × E −Γ , with a normalization of K = 11.6 photons s −2 cm −2 at 1 keV and a photon index of Γ = 2.1, where the energy E is given in keV. Note that the Carb Nebula is so bright that the background flux is almost negligible. In the simulation, we assumed that the incident γ rays were perpendicular to the Si layers and uniformly entered the entire surface of the Si layer. The simulated Q 100 were calculated to be 0.70 and 0.61 in the energy bands of 60-100 and 100-200 keV, respectively. The corresponding count rates of the SGD were expected to be 1.3 counts s −1 and 0.9 counts s −1 , respectively.
5 With an observation time of 100 ks, the MDP 99 were evaluated to be 1.7% and 2.3% in the energy bands of 60-100 and 100-200 keV, respectively. This is much smaller than the reported polarization fraction of the Crab Nebula (∼50% above ∼100 keV [27, 29] ). Since the relative uncertainty of Q 100 is only ≤3% as described in Section 5.3, it does not affect the MDP shown above. We note that in order to measure weak polarizations, possible fake modulations due to the systematic uncertainty could affect the sensitivity and should be investigated from ground and in-orbit data. For less bright objects, the uncertainty in the background should also be taken into account.
Summary
Gamma-ray polarization is a unique probe into the geometry of the γ-ray emission process in celestial objects. The Soft Gamma-ray Detector onboard the X-ray observatory Hitomi is a Si/CdTe Compton camera and is expected to be an excellent polarimeter, as well as a highly sensitive spectrometer because of its good angular coverage and angular resolution for Compton scattering and its low background. To demonstrate the polarimetric capability and to verify and calibrate the Monte Carlo simulation program, we carried out a beam test of the final prototype for the SGD Compton camera at the large synchrotron facility SPring-8. We divided the absorber into two parts, the inner and outer layers of the side CdTe sensors, and obtained modulation factors of 0.649-0.701 (inner part) and 0.637-0.653 (outer part) at 122.2 keV and 0.610-0.651 (inner part) and 0.564-0.592 (outer part) at 194.5 keV, at varying polarization angles with respect to the detector. The test results suggest that the systematic uncertainty of the modulation factor is as small as ≤3%. Using the "calibrated" simulator, we evaluated the polarimetric sensitivity of the SGD in orbit and obtained the minimum detectable polarization (with 99% confidence) of 1.7% and 2.3% in the energy bands of 60-100 and 100-200 keV, respectively, for the Crab Nebula with 100 ks observation in orbit.
